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**Abstract**

HIV is a retrovirus responsible for the devastating worldwide AIDS pandemic. As a retrovirus it has genetic material made of RNA which is reverse transcribed by the virus, reverse transcriptase, into a DNA provirus which is integrated into the cellular genome. This DNA is transcribed by cellular polymerases to produce viral RNA, viral protein and, hence, viral particles. Selecting the viral RNA for encapsidation into the viral particle involves recognition of particular sequences and structures with the RNA when they are folded into a three-dimensional shape. The three-dimensional shape of this structure is now on the way to being solved and it is clear that the RNA undergoes critical structural changes during the encapsidation process. This is one of a number of different changes in shape of the viral RNA as it traffics through the cell, any one of which provides a novel therapeutic target. Encapsidation of the viral RNA occurs as a dimer and the association of the diploid RNA strands appears to be critical for virus replication. RNA dimerisation also appears to be important for normal particle assembly and morphogenesis. Understanding the viral RNA structure in this and other viruses can open up new therapeutic pathways for RNA binding drugs, of which many already exist.